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Abstract— Finger vein recognition is a method of biometric authentication that uses pattern recognition techniques based on
images of human finger vein patterns beneath the skin surface. Finger vein recognition is one of many forms of biometrics used to
identify individuals and verify their identity. Finger Vein ID is a biometric authentication system that matches the vascular pattern in
an individual finger to previously obtain data. The technology is currently in use or development for a wide variety of applications,
including credit card authentication, automobile security, employee time and attendance tracking, computer and network
authentication, end point security and automated teller machines. The output of this process is done by message to the user mobile by
using the GSM method, when the user is valid person then the message will be Authenticated if not it is not Authenticated. By this
method the security towards the ATM will be stronger. In INDIA only the Finger Print process is activated, when the Finger Vein
process is placed in every ATM centers in our country then the stealing and the forging will become less in number and it is very uses
full for all people .
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I. INTRODUCTION
Finger vein recognition is a method of biometric authentication that uses pattern-recognition techniques based on
images of human finger vein patterns beneath the skin's surface. Finger vein recognition is one of many forms of biometrics
used to identify individuals and verify their identity. Finger vein ID is a biometric authentication system that matches the
vascular pattern in an individual's finger to previously obtained data. The technology is currently in use or development for a
wide variety of applications, including credit card authentication, automobile security, employee time and attendance tracking,
computer and network authentication, end point security and automated teller machines. The hemoglobin in the blood absorbs
near-infrared LED light, which makes the vein system appear as a dark pattern of lines. For authentication purposes, the finger
is scanned as before and the data is sent to the database of registered images for comparison. The authentication process takes
less than two seconds. Blood vessel patterns are unique to each individual, as are other biometric Data such as fingerprints or
the patterns of the iris.
Private information is traditionally provided by using passwords or Personal Identification Numbers (PINs), which are
easy to implement but is vulnerable to the risk of exposure and being forgotten. Biometrics, which uses human physiological or
behavioral features for personal identification, has attracted more and more attention and is becoming one of the most popular
and promising alternatives to the traditional password or PIN based authentication techniques.
There is a long list of available biometric patterns, and many such systems have been developed and implemented,
including those for the face, iris, fingerprint, palm print, hand shape, voice, signature, and gait. Notwithstanding this great and
increasing variety of biometrics patterns, no biometric has yet been developed that is perfectly reliable or secure. For example,
fingerprints and palm prints are usually frayed; voice, signatures, hand shapes and iris images are easily forged.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Beining Huang, Yang gang Dai, Rong feng Li, Darun Tang and Wenxin LiI proposed the finger-vein
authentication; there are two problems in practice. One is that the quality of the vein image will be reduced under
bad environment conditions; the other is the irregular distortion of the image caused by the variance of the finger
poses. Both problems raise the error ratios. In this paper, we introduced a wide line detector for feature extraction,
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which can obtain precise width information of the vein and increase the information of the extracted feature from
low quality image.
B. Ton proposed overview of the available literature regarding Design of an imaging device to capture the
vascular pattern of the finger. Also the Literature regarding the feature extraction is investigated. This chapter is
divided into four main parts, the first part is about the finger itself and will discuss what properties of the finger are
relevant for capturing a good vascular image of the finger. The second part is about the imaging device, especially
the type of light source is extensively treated the type of camera and the available commercial devices are discussed
briefly. The third part deals with the algorithms which are used for feature extraction and it will also provide a list of
performance figures of the several different algorithms. At the end of this chapter a few remarks about existing
finger vascular pattern datasets are made.
Ajay Kumar, Ying b o Zhou proposed system presented in this paper acquires the finger-vein and low
resolution fingerprint images simultaneously. It combines its features using score level combination strategy. This
paper presents approach in which it improves the performance of finger-vein identification systems. The minimum
error distance classifier method has been used for score level combination
Fateme Saadat, Mehdi Nasri proposed Biometric and multi biometric sciences play an important role in
human authentication systems nowadays. Finger vein pattern is one of the most reliable and secure biometrics due to
its invariability and safety from stealth. In this paper, a heuristic method is proposed for score level fusion of three
different finger vein's patterns.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Vein pattern is defined as the vast network of blood vessels underneath the skin of a particular part of a
human body. Veins features are robust, stable and largely hidden patterns. Vein biometric systems work on the fact
that everyone has distinct vein patterns. In addition, vein patterns are not easily observed, damaged, or changed.
Finger vein verification is a biometric approach to verify an individual’s identity by recognizing the pattern of
blood veins in the finger. The finger-vein is a promising biometric pattern for personal identification in terms of its
security and convenience. The vein is hidden inside the body and is mostly invisible to human eyes, so it is difficult
to forge or steal. The application of digital image processing to pre-process the finger vein images. The software
used for the project is Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB). An algorithm is created for finger vein verification using
neural network.

IV. METHODOLOGY

RSA algorithm is used for detecting the finger vein. GSM for finding the authenticated and unauthenticated
users.


First step: The input images are obtained from the database



Second step: After acquiring finger vein image we do preprocessing of an input image which includes;



Binarization: we convert grey scale image to black and white i.e., in a binarized form 1 and 0.



Edge detection: we detect the edges of a finger vein image using SOBLE edge detector. It is applied to the
image, and resulting image is subtracted from the binarized image. Area thresholding is applied to
eliminate white pixels below threshold.



Vein ROI: ROI (REGION OF INTEREST) is used to acquire important region of interest of a finger vein
image, with which less time is consumed and unwanted background details is eliminated.
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Image enhancement : it is used to improve the quality of finger vein image .it improves the color contrast,
brightness and moreover reduces noise presence in an image

Figure 1 Image process flow

Automatic trimap generation: it achieves good segmentation for low quality images of finger vein image.
Step1: Feature extraction and feature evaluation.
Step2: A real time embedded finger-vein recognition system for authentication on teller machine.
Step3: The system is implemented on an embedded platform and equipped with a novel finger-vein recognition
algorithm.

Figure 2 Selection process
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V. OUTPUT

Figure 3 Image pre processing using median filter

Figure 4 Image pre processing using Weiner filter
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Figure 5 Authenticated Screens

Figure 6 Not Authenticated
VI. RESULT

To the best of our knowledge, there is no public finger-vein image database has yet been introduced.
Therefore, we constructed a finger-vein image database for evaluation, which contains finger-vein images from 30
subjects. We collected finger-vein images from the forefinger of subject. We are not using the finger-vein scanner
in our project because the scanner cost is too high so we are using a pre data set to find authorized and
unauthorized vein patterns shows some example finger-vein images (after pre processing) from different fingers.
The parameters and the achieved values in this project GSA based human identification using HAAR wavelet
transforms in finger vein patterns are:
MEAN=41.5751
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STANDARD DEVIATION=51.2256,
MEAN SQUARE ERROR=9.9691e-0.4,
PEAK SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO=78.1443,
ENTROPHY=5.0595
VII. CONCLUSION

Proposed system discussed about the unique characteristics of finger vein authentication technology as well
as its future development. As society becomes more information-oriented and more globalized, the importance of
security technologies in a variety of sectors will continue to grow steadily. The advantages of finger vein
authentication in accuracy and ease of use depends considerably on microcomputers, image sensors and other
such semiconductor devices, and thus there is great hope placed in the advancement of semiconductor
technologies. Biometric system is very useful as it employs biology features of an individual. Finger vein features
are one of the good biological characteristic that is stable and distinct for everybody.
Thus, it can ensure a higher security of the developed system. Compare to other biological traits such as
finger mark, finger vein provides more advantages in terms of their uniqueness. Therefore, it strictly disallows
frauds and intrudes into its system. Finger vein verification verifies an individual’s finger vein by comparing and
matching the person’s finger vein with the stored templates.
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